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Dihadron and isolated direct photon-hadron angular correlations are measured in pþ p collisions atﬃﬃ
s
p ¼ 510 GeV. Correlations of charged hadrons of 0.7 < pT < 10 GeV=c with π0 mesons of 4 < pT <
15 GeV=c or isolated direct photons of 7 < pT < 15 GeV=c are used to study nonperturbative effects
generated by initial-state partonic transverse momentum and final-state transverse momentum from
fragmentation. The nonperturbative behavior is characterized by measuring the out-of-plane transverse
momentum component pout perpendicular to the axis of the trigger particle, which is the high-pT direct
photon or π0. Nonperturbative evolution effects are extracted from Gaussian fits to the away-side inclusive-
charged-hadron yields for different trigger-particle transverse momenta (ptrigT ). The Gaussian widths and
root mean square of pout are reported as a function of the interaction hard scale p
trig
T to investigate possible
transverse-momentum-dependent evolution differences between the π0-h and direct photon-h corre-
lations and factorization breaking effects. The widths are found to decrease with ptrigT , which indicates that
the Collins-Soper-Sterman soft factor is not driving the evolution with the hard scale in nearly back-to-back
dihadron and direct photon-hadron production in pþ p collisions. This behavior is in contrast to Drell-Yan
and semi-inclusive deep-inelastic scattering measurements.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevD.95.072002
I. INTRODUCTION
In the last two decades, the study of quantum chromo-
dynamics (QCD) bound states has evolved from static, one-
dimensional snapshots of quarks and gluons to focus on
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multidimensional structure and the dynamics of partons.
The theoretical framework that has been developed to
describe parton dynamics in hadrons involves transverse-
momentum-dependent (TMD) parton distribution functions
(PDFs) and fragmentation functions (FFs). In traditional
collinear PDFs and FFs, any momentum of the partons
transverse to the hadron boost axis is integrated over. In
TMD PDFs or FFs, the transverse momentum of the
partons is not integrated out and instead remains explicit
in the PDF or FF, offering a means of describing the
transverse momentum distribution of unpolarized partons
within an unpolarized hadron, as well as a variety of spin-
momentum correlations when polarized hadrons and/or
partons are considered.
Early theoretical work in TMD PDFs took place in the
1980s by Collins, Soper, and Sterman [1–3], with extensive
further development in the 1990s (see e.g. [4–6]). However,
some theoretical details regarding the definition of TMD
PDFs within a perturbative QCD (pQCD) framework have
only been clarified in the last five years [7]. We note that
due to confinement, the behavior of partons within hadrons
is nonperturbative in that it cannot be calculated theoreti-
cally within pQCD. Collinear or TMD PDFs are non-
perturbative functions that can be constrained by and/or
used to predict high-energy scattering processes within a
pQCD framework. In such a framework, the nonperturba-
tive functions such as PDFs as well as FFs factorize from
the perturbatively calculable partonic hard scattering cross
section and from each other. Lattice QCD offers an
alternative, complementary approach to pQCD, performing
numerical nonperturbative calculations directly. In the past
lattice QCD could only calculate moments of PDFs,
integrated over parton collinear momentum fraction x as
well as parton transverse momentum. However, recent
developments have demonstrated the potential to go
beyond these limitations. These efforts are still in very
early stages [8–10].
There is already experimental evidence from semi-
inclusive deep-inelastic scattering (SIDIS) and Drell-Yan
(DY) measurements that several TMD PDFs describing
spin-momentum correlations are nonzero [11–18]. In
addition, there is empirical evidence for nonzero spin-
momentum correlations in the process of hadronization
from electron-positron annihilation as well as SIDIS
[12,17,19–21]. Furthermore, transverse single-spin asym-
metries up to ∼40% have been measured in inclusive
hadron production in hadronic collisions, indicating large
nonperturbative spin-momentum correlations in these proc-
esses (see e.g. [22–24]). However, these measurements
cannot probe TMD functions directly because there is no
simultaneous observation of perturbative and nonperturba-
tive momentum scales.
The recent focus on multidimensional structure and
parton dynamics has not only offered richer information
on the behavior of partons confined within hadrons, but has
moreover brought to light fundamental predictions regard-
ing QCD as a non-Abelian gauge-invariant quantum field
theory. In particular, the role of color interactions due to
soft gluon exchanges with the remnants of the hard
scattering have become clearer. Because TMD functions
preserve more nonperturbative information compared to
collinear functions, TMD functions can differ from collin-
ear ones with regards to universality and factorization. For
example, the Sivers TMD PDF [4], a correlation between
the proton spin and quark transverse momentum, was
shown to possibly be nonzero due to phase interference
effects from soft gluon exchanges in SIDIS [25,26]. Shortly
afterward, Ref. [27] showed that, due to the gauge invariant
nature of QCD and the parity and time (PT) odd nature of
the Sivers TMD PDF, the function should be the same
magnitude but opposite in sign when measured in Drell-
Yan vs. SIDIS processes because of the different color
flows possible in the initial state vs. final state. Twist-2
TMD PDFs that involve one polarization vector are odd
under PT transformations, leading to this predicted effect.
The nonvanishing nature of the Sivers function has already
been measured in polarized SIDIS [11]; there is not yet a
measurement of this function in polarized Drell-Yan. A first
indication from the Drell-Yan like W boson production
exists [16]. The results favor a sign-change if TMD
evolution effects are small, but at this stage the error bars
are still large enough that a definitive statement cannot be
drawn from this single measurement. It is only for the TMD
PDFs odd under PT transformations, where such sign-
change behavior is expected, that gluon exchanges cannot
be completely eliminated via a gauge transformation.
In the more complicated QCD process pþ p to hadrons,
soft gluon exchanges in both the initial and final state are
possible, leading to new predicted effects for observables
sensitive to a small transverse momentum scale. In such
processes, factorization breaking has been predicted
[28–31] in both polarized and unpolarized interactions.
Here the nonperturbative objects in the cross section
become correlated with one another and cannot be factor-
ized into a convolution of TMD PDFs or TMD FFs.
However, there are no theoretical claims that the perturba-
tive partonic cross section does not factorize from the
nonperturbative physics. Similarly to the case of the
TMD PDFs that are odd under PT transformations, gluon
exchanges that lead to the predicted factorization breaking
cannot be eliminated via a gauge transformation. It is
important to recognize that the ideas behind the predicted
sign change of certain TMD PDFs and factorization
breaking represent a major qualitative departure from
previous purely perturbative approaches that do not account
for soft gluon exchanges with remnants of the hard
scattering. Possibly related effects known as “color coher-
ence" have been studied and observed in multijet states
in hadronic collisions [32–34], but these types of effects
have not been rigorously treated in a TMD framework.
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In calculations of TMD processes where factorization is
predicted to hold, the evolution with the hard scale of the
interaction is known to be governed by the Collins-Soper
(CS) evolution equation [1,2]. Note that the CS evolution
equation comes directly out of the derivation of TMD
factorization [35]. In contrast to the DGLAP collinear
evolution equations [36–38], which are purely perturbative,
the kernel for the CS evolution equation for TMD processes
involves the Collins-Soper-Sterman (CSS) soft factor [3],
which generally contains nonperturbative contributions.
The soft factor is understood to be strongly universal,
the same for unpolarized and polarized processes, PDFs
and FFs, with the only difference being between quarks
and gluons [39]. Because lattice calculations of the soft
factor are currently not possible, the soft factor must be
extracted from parametrizations of experimental measure-
ments within a pQCD framework. For a discussion of the
CSS soft factor and TMD evolution phenomenology, see
Ref. [39].
The theoretical expectation from CSS evolution is that
any momentum width sensitive to nonperturbative kT
would grow as the hard scale increases. This can be
understood intuitively as a broadening of the phase space
for gluon radiation with increasing hard scale. In addition
this has been studied and observed in multiple phenom-
enological analyses of Drell-Yan and Z boson data (see e.g.
[40–42]), as well as phenomenological analyses of SIDIS
data, where factorization is also predicted to hold (see e.g.
[42–44]). As mentioned above, because the CS evolution
equation comes directly out of the derivation of TMD
factorization, it then follows that a promising avenue to
investigate factorization breaking effects is by looking for
qualitative differences from CSS evolution in processes
where factorization breaking is expected, such as nearly
back-to-back dihadron correlations produced in pþ p
collisions.
To have sensitivity to possible factorization breaking and
modified TMD evolution effects, a particular observable
must be sensitive to a small scale on the order of ΛQCD and
measured over a range of hard scales. Nearly back-to-back
dihadron production has long been used as a proxy for
measuring initial-state partonic transverse momentum kT
[45–48], which is defined in Fig. 1. First used in predictions
by Ref. [49] as a method for understanding large
differences in hard scattering cross sections between theory
and data, nearly back-to-back two-particle and dijet angular
correlations have since been used to measure kT over a
large range of center of mass energies [45,47,50,51]. Direct
photon-hadron correlations are of particular interest
because the photon comes directly from the partonic hard
scattering, and thus carries initial-state information without
any final-state fragmentation effects. The direct photon
approximates the away-side jet energy at leading order
(LO) while still being directly sensitive to the partonic
transverse momentum scale. Direct photons also give an
interesting comparison to dihadron production because
they do not carry color charge, thus, assuming factorization
holds, only two TMD PDFs and one TMD FF are necessary
in the cross section calculation compared to two TMD
PDFs and two TMD FFs in dihadron production.
Therefore, there should be more avenues for gluon
exchange in nearly back-to-back dihadron events when
compared to direct photon-hadron events.
Figure 1 shows the hard scattering kinematics of a nearly
back-to-back dihadron event in the transverse plane. The
effect of initial-state kT and final-state jT , the transverse
momentum of the hadron with respect to the jet axis, can be
probed in hadronic collisions by measuring the out-of-
plane momentum component pout with respect to the near-
side hadron or direct photon, collectively referred to as the
trigger particle. pout thus quantifies the acoplanarity of the
two-particle pair, with pout ¼ 0 signifying exactly back-
to-back particle production. Using the trigger particle as a
proxy for the jet, the 1-dimensional quantity pout is trans-
verse to the pT of the trigger particle, p
trig
T , and has a
magnitude of:
pout ¼ passocT sinΔϕ ð1Þ
where passocT is the pT of the associated hadron and Δϕ is
the azimuthal angular separation between the trigger and
associated particle as shown in Fig. 1. Reference [45] has
shown that the root mean square of pout and kT are
related by
FIG. 1. A diagram showing the hard-scattering kinematics of (a)
a dihadron and (b) a direct photon-hadron event in the transverse
plane. Two hard-scattered partons with transverse momenta pˆtrigT
and pˆassocT [red lines] are acoplanar due to the initial-state ~k
1
T and ~k
2
T
from each parton. These result in a trigger and associated
jet fragment ptrigT and p
assoc
T with a transverse momentum compo-
nent perpendicular to the jet axis jT trigy and jTassocy in the transverse
plane, which are assumed to be Gaussian such thatﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
hj2Ti
p
¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2hj2
T trigy
i
q
¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2hj2Tassocy i
q
. For direct photons (b) only
one jet fragment passocT is produced because the direct photon is
produced from the hard scattering. The quantity pout [blue] is the
transverse momentum component of the away-side hadron
perpendicular to the trigger particle axis.
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hzTi
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
hk2Ti
p
xˆh
¼ 1
xh
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
hp2outi − hj2Tyið1þ x2hÞ
q
ð2Þ
where hzTi ¼ ptrigT =pˆtrigT and xh ¼ hpassocT i=hptrigT i, and
quantities with a hat indicate partonic-level quantities.
Note that in the determination of Eq. (2), it was assumed
in Ref. [45] that the component jTy for both the trigger and
associated jet axes was sampled from the same Gaussian
distribution of
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
hj2Ti
p
. All the quantities on the left side
of Eq. (2) are partonic, while those on the right side can
be measured via the correlated away-side hadron.
Equation (2) gives a clear definition for how to relate
the root mean square initial-state kT and final-state jT to the
observable pout.
The Relativistic Heavy Ion Collider (RHIC) is an ideal
facility to study nonperturbative factorization breaking
effects because they are only predicted in hadronic colli-
sions where at least one final-state hadron is measured, and
the measurement has sensitivity to a small initial- and final-
state transverse momentum scale. Observables of interest
are final states where at least one particle has a large pT ,
defining a hard scale, at least one final-state hadron is
measured, and the observable is also sensitive to initial- and
final-state kT and jT . At RHIC energies, the pT reach for
direct photons and pions is sufficiently large to have
separation from the nonperturbative momentum scale.
Direct photon-hadron and π0-hadron correlations were
chosen specifically because of experimental capabilities
and because of the differing number of final-state hadrons
in the event; the π0-hadron correlations probe an extra
nonperturbative function, assuming factorization, and thus
one more Gaussian jT convolution than the direct photon-
hadron correlations.
II. EXPERIMENT DETAILS
In 2012 and 2013 the PHENIX experiment collected data
from pþ p collisions at ﬃﬃsp ¼ 510 GeV. After data quality
and vertex cuts, integrated luminosities of approximately
30 pb−1 in 2012 and 152 pb−1 in 2013 were used for the
analysis of dihadron and direct photon-hadron correlated
pairs. The measured pout distributions presented here are at
a higher center of mass energy and have significantly
reduced statistical uncertainties compared to [50]. The
higher center of mass energy also allows the probing of
smaller x values of the TMD PDFs. Additionally, because
the focus of this work is identifying possible nonperturba-
tive factorization breaking effects, one of the observables
presented here specifically isolates effects from nonpertur-
bative kT and jT , extending previous measurements which
only observed effects sensitive to both perturbative and
nonperturbative contributions.
The PHENIX detector can measure two-particle corre-
lations between photons and hadrons with its electromag-
netic calorimeter (EMCal) and drift chamber (DC) plus pad
chamber (PC) tracking system located in two central arms.
The central arms are nearly back-to-back in azimuth, with
each arm covering approximately π=2 radians in azimuthal
angle and 0.7 units of pseudorapidity about midrapidity
[52]. A schematic showing the two central arms is shown
in Fig. 2.
The EMCal [53] is located at a radial distance of
approximately 5 meters from the beam pipe and is
composed of 8 sectors, 4 in each arm. Six sectors are
lead-scintillator (PbSc) sampling calorimeters, and the
other two are lead glass (PbGl) Čerenkov calorimeters.
The PbSc and PbGl calorimeters measure electromag-
netic showers with intrinsic resolution σE=E ¼ 2.1% ⊕
8.1%=
ﬃﬃﬃ
E
p
and 0.8% ⊕ 5.9%=
ﬃﬃﬃ
E
p
, respectively. High
energy photons are identified with a cluster shower shape
cut and charged particle veto. The shower shape cut also
removes most high energy photons that overlap too closely
with another photon, which helps eliminate π0 merging
effects at energies greater than ∼12 GeV in the PbSc and
∼17 GeV in the PbGl. The granularity of the EMCal is
Δη × Δϕ ∼ 0.011 × 0.011 for PbSc and 0.008 × 0.008 for
PbGl, where Δη and Δϕ refer to the pseudorapidity and
azimuthal angular segmentation, respectively. The high
granularity of the EMCal along with the shower shape
cut allows for π0 and η reconstruction via the diphoton
channel up to pT ∼ 17 GeV. Previous direct-photon, η, and
π0 cross sections measured in the PHENIX central arm can
be found in [54–56].
The π0 and η mesons are tagged in the EMCal via their
two-photon decay for the purposes of removing decay
photon background to identify direct photons and con-
structing the π0-h correlated pairs. To reduce the combi-
natorial background, only photons with energy greater than
1 GeV are considered. The invariant mass windows were
FIG. 2. Cross section view along the beam line of the PHENIX
detector, showing the detectors composing the central arms in
2012 and 2013. The relevant subsystems for this analysis are
described in the text.
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120–160 MeV=c2 for π0 and 500–600 MeV=c2 for η
mesons.
The PHENIX tracking system [57] allows charged
hadron detection via a drift chamber (DC) in each central
arm along with two pad chambers (PC) directly behind the
drift chambers. The momentum resolution was determined
to be δp=p ¼ 0.7% ⊕ 1.0%p with p in GeV=c. Tracks
are identified via the DC, covering a radial distance of
2.02 < r < 2.49 meters from the beam pipe. Secondary
tracks from decays or conversions are reduced by a
condition that matches tracks in the DC to hits in the
outermost PC3, located at a radial distance of 4.98 meters
from the beam pipe. The charged particle veto suppresses
hadronic showers in the EMCal by matching tracks from
the full tracking system to clusters in the EMCal.
III. CORRELATION FUNCTIONS
The correlation functions are constructed following the
methods of Refs. [45,46,50]. The number of correlated
hadrons per trigger particle is referred to as the per-trigger
yield, and is collected for the different types of trigger
particle-associated hadron pairs. To quantify the inefficien-
cies of the PHENIX detector, the hadron yields are
corrected by a charged hadron efficiency determined from
a Monte Carlo single-particle generator and a GEANT-based
simulation of the detector. Additionally, due to the limited
acceptance of the PHENIX detector, the per-trigger yields
are divided by a mixed event distribution. Mixed event
distributions are collected on a run-by-run basis to quantify
any changing inefficiencies with time in the acceptance.
The collected trigger particle is mixed with charged
hadrons from different events and a mixed event correlation
function is constructed to correct for the acceptance of the
detector. In total the full correlation function is determined
by the following equation
1
Ntrig
dN
dΔϕ
¼ 1
Ntrig
dN=dΔϕraw
dN=dΔϕmixedϵðpTÞ
ð3Þ
where ϵðpTÞ is the hadron efficiency described above. Note
that this definition is general for any observable that could
be constructed in a two-particle correlation, so it applies
to the determination of the pout distributions also. For a
complete description of two-particle correlation analyses in
the PHENIX central arms, see Refs. [45,46,50,58].
A. Statistical subtraction of decay photons
To identify direct photons, Ref. [58] used a method that
is based upon identifying a total sample of inclusive per-
trigger yield correlations, then subtracting the decay
component. From Ref. [58], the yield of charged hadrons
per direct photon was determined with the following
equation
Ydirect ¼
1
Rγ − 1
ðRγY inclusive − YdecayÞ: ð4Þ
Here Y is the per-trigger yield where the trigger particle
for each per-trigger yield is indicated as direct, inclusive, or
decay, and Rγ is the relative contribution of direct photons
to decay photons such that Rγ ¼ Ninclusive=Ndecay. The total
yield of photons, the inclusive photons, comes from adding
all of the decay and direct photons, Ninclusive ¼ Ndirect þ
Ndecay. In Ref. [58] direct photons are defined as any
photon not from a decay process, which includes next-to-
leading order (NLO) photons that emerge from parton-to-
photon fragmentation.
To eliminate the presence of NLO fragmentation pho-
tons, Ref. [50] implemented isolation and tagging cuts; thus
Eq. (4) was modified to include these cuts. To determine the
per-trigger yield of isolated direct photons, the number of
isolated decay photons was subtracted from the isolated
inclusive photon sample, where Nisoinclusive¼NisodecayþNisodirect.
The subtraction procedure results in the following equation
for per-trigger yields of isolated photon quantities [50]
Y isodirect ¼
1
Risoγ − 1
ðRisoγ Y isoinclusive − Y isodecayÞ ð5Þ
where the trigger particles are noted as direct, inclusive, or
decay for a given per-trigger yield Y and “iso” refers to
“isolated.” Risoγ is the relative contribution of isolated direct
and decay photons, where Risoγ ¼ Nisoinclusive=Nisodecay and
indicates isolated direct photon production for Risoγ > 1.
The subtraction procedure eliminates remaining back-
ground due to isolated decay photons that appear direct,
which are due most often to asymmetric π0 → γγ decays
where the low pT photon is not detected.
To suppress sources of background photons, tagging and
isolation cuts are implemented at the event-by-event level.
To reduce the contribution from decay photons, candidate
inclusive photons are tagged and removed if a partner
photon of pT > 1 GeV is found such that the invariant
mass of the pair falls within the regions of 118–162 or
500–600 MeV=c2. The tagging cuts use a larger π0
invariant mass range than for identifying π0 for dihadron
correlations to err on the side of removing more decay
photons. An isolation cut further suppresses decay photons
as well as NLO fragmentation photons by requiring that the
sum of the EMCal energy deposits and pT of charged tracks
within a radius of 0.4 radians around the candidate photon
be less than 10% of the photon’s total energy. To reduce
the impact of detector acceptance effects, photons that pass
the isolation and tagging cuts are also required to be
∼0.1 radians from the edge of the detector in both η and
ϕ forcing a large portion of the isolation cone to fall inside
the PHENIX acceptance.
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Because the number of isolated decay photons is not
a priori known, the decay photon per-trigger yield is
determined with a probability density function. Isolated
π0-h correlated pairs are weighted by a probability density
function to map these per-trigger yields to the isolated
decay photon hadron correlated per-trigger yields. This
function, determined in Ref. [50], gives the probability of
an isolated π0 with pπ
0
T to decay to a photon with p
γ
T in the
PHENIX acceptance where the photon was unable to be
tagged as a decay photon. In the PHENIX central arms, the
inability to tag a decay photon happens most often from
asymmetric π0 decays, where one photon misses the
detector completely. A 4% systematic uncertainty was
assigned to the decay photon statistical subtraction method
as a whole, which includes not considering backgrounds
due to higher mass states such as the η, ω, and ρ. To
determine the per-trigger yield of isolated decay pairs, the
number of isolated π0s is mapped via the probability
function to the number of isolated decay pairs in a given
pT bin. The per-trigger yield of isolated decay pairs is then
Y isodecay ¼
P
Nisoπ Pðpπ
0
T ; p
γ
TÞNisoπ−hP
Nisoπ Pðpπ
0
T ; p
γ
TÞNisoπ
ð6Þ
where Pðpπ0T ; pγTÞ is the probability density function
described above and contains all of the dependence and
efficiencies of the detector on pπ
0
T and p
γ
T . The N
iso
π and
Nisoπ−h are simply the number of isolated π
0-trigger particles
measured and the number of isolated π0-h pairs measured,
respectively.
The Risoγ is determined by measuring Rγ and correcting
Rγ with tagging and isolation efficiencies. Because the
quantity is the ratio of the inclusive photons to decay
photons after tagging and isolation cuts, it can be written as
Risoγ ¼
Nisoinclusive
Nisodecay
¼ Ninclusive − N
tag
decay − Nnisoinclusive
Ndecay − N
tag
decay − Nnisodecay
¼ Rγð1 − ϵtagdecayÞð1 − ϵnisodecayÞ
Ninclusive − N
tag
decay − Nnisoinclusive
Ninclusive
ð7Þ
where “niso” refers to “not isolated.” Since the tagging
cuts are applied before the isolation cut, Ntagdecay is the
number of photons tagged as decay photons regardless of
the isolation cut, while Nnisoinclusive is the number of not
isolated photons that were not able to be tagged. Risoγ is
now written in terms of values that can be measured. Rγ and
the tagging efficiency ϵtagdecay ¼ NtagdecRγ=Ninclusive can be
determined without the probability function because these
quantities do not depend on possible isolated decay
photons. The right-most fraction in Eq. (7) is simply the
number of photons that pass the isolation and tagging cuts
divided by the total number of inclusive photons and can be
determined by counting the number of photons that pass the
described cuts. The efficiency with which the isolation cut
removes decay photons ϵnisodecay is determined by applying the
probability function at the level of the isolated parent
meson and mapping the effect to the daughter photon
ϵnisodecay ¼

1þ
P
πPðpπT; pγTÞ · NisoπP
πPðpπT; pγTÞ · Nnisoπ
−1
: ð8Þ
Each of the quantities for determining Risoγ is found by
counting the number of photons that pass the various cuts
except for the isolation efficiency ϵnisodecay, which is found by
measuring the number of isolated and not isolated π0 that
pass the cuts and weighting by the probability function as in
Eq. (8). Rγ was found by dividing the number of inclusive
photons Ninclusive by the number of decay photons Ndecay;
Ndecay was determined by counting the number of photons
tagged from π0 decays and correcting for higher mass states
and the PHENIX single and diphoton detection efficiencies
derived from a GEANT-based simulation. ϵtagdecay can then be
calculated with Rγ and the number of tagged decay photons
Ntagdec and inclusive photons Ninclusive. As a cross check,
systematic uncertainties on Rγ were evaluated using the
direct photon and π0 pQCD cross sections with the CT10
PDFs [59] and DSS14 FFs [60]. The tagging efficiency is
0.36–0.43 and the isolation efficiency is 0.61–0.69 from the
lowest to highest ptrigT bins. Note that each quantity in
Eq. (7) is dependent only on ptrigT . Figure 3 shows the values
 [GeV/c]γ
T
p
7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14
is
o
γR
1
1.2
1.4
1.6
1.8
2
2.2
PHENIX
=510 GeVsp+p at 
<0.35η
FIG. 3. Measured Risoγ for use in the statistical subtraction,
Eq. (5). The boxes quantify the systematic uncertainty.
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of Risoγ as a function of p
γ
T ; for which values greater than
unity indicate isolated direct-photon production.
IV. RESULTS
A. Azimuthal correlations
Figure 4 shows a few examples of the per-trigger yields
of associated charged hadrons for both π0 and direct photon
triggers as a function of Δϕ in bins of ptrigT and passocT . The
azimuthal correlations as a function of Δϕ show standard
jet structure characteristics. The π0 yields have clear peaks
at both Δϕ ¼ 0 and Δϕ ¼ π, indicating nearly back-to-
back jet production. The near-side yields of the isolated
direct photons are not plotted, similarly to Ref. [61],
because the yields within the isolation cone are physically
uninterpretable. In addition, the effect of kT smearing is
characterized with the away-side peaks. The near-side π0
peaks are larger than the away sides due to the effect of so
called “trigger bias,” discussed in Ref. [45]. The away-side
yields of the direct photons are smaller than those from the
π0 triggers due to the smaller jet energy sampled by direct
photons; the π0 has some fractional energy zπ0Ejet where zπ0
refers to the momentum fraction of the π0 from the
scattered parton and Ejet is the energy of the jet, whereas
the direct photon approximates the away-side jet energy at
LO. The underlying event levels for π0 and direct photon
triggers are similar, which would be expected if the
underlying event structure is completely uncorrelated from
the partonic hard scattering. A 9% normalization uncer-
tainty on the charged hadron yields is not shown on this
figure or any of the following per-trigger yields. This
uncertainty is of similar magnitude to [50] and is largely
due to the uncertainty when matching tracks from the DC to
the PC. All of the per-trigger yields as a function of Δϕ can
be found in the Supplemental Material [62].
B.
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
hj2Ti
q
determination
The value
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
hj2Ti
p
was determined by the widths of
Gaussian fits to the near-side of the π0 correlation func-
tions, similarly to Ref. [45]. Examples of the fits are shown
on the near-side π0 peaks in Fig. 4. Values of
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
hj2Ti
p
were
calculated with the following equation
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
hj2Ti
q
¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2hj2Tyi
q
≃ ﬃﬃﬃ2p ptrigT passocTﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ptrig
2
T þ passoc2T
q σN ð9Þ
where σN is the Gaussian width. Previous measurements
have shown
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
hj2Ti
p
to be approximately constant with
ﬃﬃ
s
p
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FIG. 4. Per-trigger yield of charged hadrons shown as a function of the azimuthal angle between the π0 or direct photon trigger particle and
associated charged hadron. The dashed [black] lines show an estimate of the underlying event yield and are drawn to guide the eye in
distinguishing the underlying event from the away-side jet. The solid lines through the open squares [red] and open circles [blue] are fits to
extract thewidths of the near and away sides. A 9%overall normalization uncertainty on the charged hadron yields is not shown in the figure.
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and ptrigT in a similar p
trig
T range to that examined here
[45,46,48,63]. Only bins passocT > 2 GeV=c were used to
satisfy the assumption passocT ≫
ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p
jT which was made to
determine Eq. (9). Each ptrigT bin was fit to a constant and
averaged
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
hj2Ti
p
over passocT . Figure 5 shows the results,
which were then fit with a constant to average over ptrigT ,
which is shown as a dotted line in Fig. 5. After averaging,ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
hj2Ti
p
was determined to be
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
hj2Ti
q
¼ 0.662 0.003ðstatÞ  0.012ðsysÞ GeV=c ð10Þ
where the systematic uncertainty is due to the momentum
resolution of the detector as well as approximations made to
determine Eq. (9) in Ref. [45]. Recent ATLAS results show a
similar fragmentation variable over a significantly larger
range of hundreds ofGeV=c inpT , and show that the average
transverse momentumwith respect to the jet axis rises slowly
with pjetT over this significantly larger pT range [64].
C.
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
hp2outi
p
determination
The quantity
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
hp2outi
p
was extracted from the Δϕ
correlations as was done in previous measurements1
[45,46,50]. The value of
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
hp2outi
p
quantifies the width of
the away-side jet. The correlation functions are fit in bins of
ptrigT and p
assoc
T with the following function in the range
π=3 < Δϕ < 5π=3:
dN
dΔϕ
¼ C0 þ C1 ·
dNfar
dΔϕ
ð11Þ
with
dNfar
dΔϕ
¼
8>><
>>:
0 jΔϕ − πj > π
2
−passocT cosΔϕﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2πhp2outi
p
ErfðpassocT =
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2hp2out
p
Þ
×exp ð− jpassocT j2sin2Δϕ
2hp2outi Þ jΔϕ − πj ≤
π
2
;
where the parameters C0, C1, and
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
hp2outi
p
are left as free
parameters, with C0 quantifying the underlying event,
C1 a normalization constant, and
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
hp2outi
p
the parameter
of interest. The fit extends to π=3 and 5π=3 in order to
accurately quantify the underlying event. Example fits are
drawn on the correlation functions in Fig. 4. Systematic
uncertainties were evaluated by altering the fit region by
0.2 radians and taking the absolute value of the difference
of the resulting
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
hp2outi
p
. The systematic uncertainties
for the direct photons are larger due to the increased
fluctuations in the underlying event due to the statistical
subtraction technique.
Figure 6 shows
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
hp2outi
p
as a function of passocT in several
ptrigT bins for both π
0 and direct photon triggers. All of theﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
hp2outi
p
values can be found in Tables I and II of the
Supplemental Material [62]. In the following figures
showing measured quantities, filled points are for isolated
direct photons and open points are for π0 triggers. Bothﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
hp2outi
p
distributions for π0 and direct photon triggers
show a clear dependence on passocT , with the direct photons
having a stronger dependence. The direct photon
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
hp2outi
p
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shown as a function of ptrigT is determined
with Eq. (9) and has been shown to be approximately constant
with
ﬃﬃ
s
p
and pT in the limited pT range examined here. The line
shows a constant fit to average over ptrigT .
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FIG. 6.
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
hp2outi
p
for π0 and direct photon triggers as a function
of passocT in several p
trig
T bins.
1We note that the fit function used here has the
ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p
in the error
function in the denominator, not the numerator as was done in the
previous references. In order for the normalization of the function
to be unity across the range ½π=2; 3π=2 this ﬃﬃﬃ2p should be in the
denominator of the error function. We have studied the effect of
this change and find that it does not change the value of
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
hp2outi
p
extracted. This is because, as Fig. 31 of Ref. [45] shows, the
quantity
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
hp2outi
p
is determined from the exponential component
of the fit function. The yield parameter extracted in Ref. [45]
changes slightly, but within the quoted systematic uncertainties.
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quantities are larger due to the smaller jet energy being
sampled compared to the π0 jet energies. The strong
dependence of
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
hp2outi
p
on passocT is anticipated as could
be ascertained from the definition of pout ¼ passocT sinΔϕ.
In the same Δϕ region, as passocT gets larger, pout will also
get larger.
Figure 7 shows a subset of the
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
hp2outi
p
results for both
direct photon and π0 triggers as a function of ptrigT in the
passocT range 2–4 GeV=c. The π
0-triggered
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
hp2outi
p
decreases with ptrigT , although this dependence is small.
The direct photons clearly have a strong dependence on
ptrigT relative to the π
0 triggers. The π0 data shown in Fig. 7
contain a dependence on the fragmentation function not
present in the direct photon data because the direct photons
emerge directly from the hard scattering. To explore this
dependence, PYTHIA 6.4 [65] hard-scattered QCD events
were analyzed to determine the average zT ¼ ptrigT =pˆtrigT of a
π0 where the hat quantity refers to the hard scattered parton.
hzπ0T i was determined in the same bins used in the data to
correct the π0 ptrigT to an estimated jet pT in order to make a
better comparison between the direct photons and π0.
Figure 8 shows the same
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
hp2outi
p
plotted as a function
of pjetT , where p
jet
T refers to p
trig
T for the direct photons and to
ptrigT =hzπ0T i for the π0. The hzπ0T i correction ranges from
0.45–0.63 as a function of ptrigT . After the correction, the π0
and direct photon
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
hp2outi
p
do not appear to form a single
continuous function; rather the π0
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
hp2outi
p
continue
approximately linearly to lower pjetT . It is possible that
the stronger dependence of
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
hp2outi
p
on ptrigT for the direct
photons is due to the smaller jet energy being probed. This
effect may also be seen for the low ptrigT dihadron
correlations in Table II of Ref. [46], where
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
hp2outi
p
has
been observed to show a stronger dependence at small ptrigT
than for larger ptrigT .
D. pout distributions
Figure 9 shows the per-trigger yields of the pout
distributions for π0 and direct photon triggers. Only
away-side hadrons were used in making the distributions,
with the requirement that the correlated hadron satisfy
2π=3 < Δϕ < 4π=3. The underlying event was statistically
subtracted out from the pout per-trigger yields using the
parameters from the fits to the Δϕ correlations with
Eq. (11) in order to identify only charged hadron yield
associated with the hard scattering. The underlying event
yield for a given bin was statistically subtracted by applying
a factor NUE ¼ 1 − fðΔϕÞ where fðΔϕÞ is the correction
function determined by C0 divided by the fits to the Δϕ
correlations. For the smaller ptrigT bins, this is an important
subtraction because in the signal region Δϕ ∼ π the under-
lying event contributes roughly 50% of the away-side yield,
TABLE I. Gaussian widths from fits to the pout distributions.
Trigger Type hptrigT i ½GeV=c Gaussian Width ½GeV=c
π0 4.49 0.518þ0.012−0.005
5.46 0.514þ0.011−0.007
6.45 0.507þ0.013−0.007
7.44 0.502þ0.013−0.007
8.44 0.493þ0.017−0.007
10.1 0.487þ0.019−0.009
13.1 0.473þ0.028−0.009
Direct photon 7.43 0.535þ0.009−0.023
8.44 0.476þ0.015−0.019
10.1 0.498þ0.017−0.018
13.2 0.456þ0.011−0.025
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as could be ascertained from Fig. 4. The yield corrected by
the underlying event factor NUE is then subjected to the
usual construction of the correlation function outlined in
Sec. III. Systematic uncertainties on the underlying event
background subtraction were evaluated by performing the
subtraction after changing the underlying event parameter
C0 to C0  1σ, where σ is the error on C0 from the fit.
These uncertainties were found to be on the order of tenths
of a percent in the pout ≈ 0 region. The values of the pout
distributions can be found in Tables III–XIII of the
Supplemental Material [62]. Note that a 4% systematic
uncertainty is assigned to pout due to the detector resolution
on passocT and Δϕ.
The distributions are fit with a Gaussian at small pout in
the region ½−1.1; 1.1 GeV=c as well as a Kaplan function
over the whole range, with the Kaplan function para-
metrized by að1þ p2outb Þ−c where a, b, and c are free
parameters. In Fig. 9 the solid lines are fits to the π0
distributions and the dashed lines are fits to the isolated
direct photon distributions. The Gaussian functions clearly
fail past ∼1.3 GeV, showing a transition to power law
behavior which the Kaplan functions accurately describe.
The power law behavior is generated from hard gluon
radiation in the initial state or final state, whereas the
Gaussian behavior is generated from the soft kT and jT and
is demonstrated in the nearly back-to-back hadrons that are
produced around pout ≈ 0.
The evolution of pout as a function of p
trig
T was
characterized by the Gaussian widths at small pout.
Figure 10 shows the widths from Gaussian fits to both
π0 and direct photon triggers as a function of ptrigT .
Systematic uncertainties were evaluated by altering the
Gaussian fit region by 0.15 GeV=c and taking the
absolute value of the difference of the resulting widths.
As the systematic uncertainties dominate the uncertainties
of the widths, the error bars shown in Fig. 10 are the
statistical and systematic uncertainties combined in quad-
rature. Similarly to
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
hp2outi
p
, the direct photons and π0 both
show decreasing widths with ptrigT . Linear fits to the two
sets of widths give slopes of −0.0055 0.0018ðstatÞ 
0.0010ðsystÞ for π0 mesons and −0.0109 0.0039ðstatÞ 
0.0016ðsystÞ for direct photons. Systematic uncertainties
on the slopes were conservatively estimated by evaluating
the fit when the points were placed at the limits given by the
systematic uncertainties, and then taking the difference of
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the slopes. Similarly to
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
hp2outi
p
the π0 triggers were
corrected by the same hzπ0T i corrections from PYTHIA.
The result is shown in Fig. 11; again the hzπ0T i correction
amounts to a scale factor of approximately two for the ptrigT
of the π0 triggers. When plotted against ptrigT =hzπ0T i the
magnitude of the slope for the π0 triggers is
−0.0035 0.0012ðstatÞ  0.0006ðsystÞ. It should be noted
that the slope of the widths changes if the minimum passocT
cut is increased, but that the slope always remains negative.
Integrating over the full range of 0.7 < passocT < 10 GeV=c
allowed by the PHENIX detector gives the smallest
magnitude slope, thus it is the most conservative meas-
urement for comparing to CSS evolution. For example, the
slope of the Gaussian widths of pout for 1.2 < passocT <
10 GeV=c was determined to be −0.012 0.003ðstatÞ 
0.001ðsystÞ for π0-meson and −0.023 0.007ðstatÞ 
0.003ðsystÞ for direct-photon triggers. The same behavior
can be seen in the values of
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
hp2outi
p
in Fig. 7 and in the
Supplemental Material [62].
V. DISCUSSION
A. Measured results
Figures 7 and 10 show that, consistent with previous
RHIC measurements,
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
hp2outi
p
and the Gaussian widths of
pout sensitive to initial-state and final-state kT and jT
decrease with the hard scale. Interpretation of
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
hp2outi
p
is
slightly different than that of the Gaussian widths from
the pout distributions, because the Gaussian widths are
extracted from fits to the nearly back-to-back region, which
is generated only by nonperturbative kT and jT . Theﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
hp2outi
p
values are extracted from fits to the entire
away-side jet region in the Δϕ correlations; therefore,
these quantities inherently include the charged hadrons
in the perturbatively generated tail away from Δϕ ∼ π
whereas the Gaussian widths measured from the pout
distributions only have contributions from Δϕ ∼ π.
Nonetheless the values of
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
hp2outi
p
are dominated by the
nearly back-to-back region as this is where most of the
away-side charged hadrons are, but this subtle difference
between the two observables should be noted. The widths
quantified by
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
hp2outi
p
have the benefit that they can be
extracted from the finely binned ptrigT ⊗ passocT Δϕ angular
correlations. Throughout this discussion, we will use the
term “width” to refer to both the
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
hp2outi
p
and Gaussian
widths extracted from pout.
There is a difference in the mix of scattered away-side
partons probed by inclusive-π0 and direct-photon triggers.
Figure 12 shows the fractional contribution to the total
cross section calculated in pQCD for the LO diagrams
for (a) inclusive-π0 and (b) direct-photon production. The
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CTEQ6L1 [66] PDFs were used for the calculations in
addition to the DSS14 FFs [60] for the π0. At LO, quark-
gluon Compton scattering accounts for approximately 85%
of direct photons produced at midrapidity, while π0 triggers
are instead generated by a significant contribution of qg, gg,
and qq scatterings. Therefore, any comparison between
direct photon and π0 triggers could be affected by the fact
that the away-side charged hadrons are produced by quark
jets ∼85% of the time for direct photons and a mix of gluon
and quark jets for the π0. For the direct photon partonic
fractions, NLO corrections do not make a significant differ-
ence in the dominance of the quark-gluon Compton scatter-
ing process in the central rapidity region studied here [67].
Many correlation measurements similar to the one
presented here have been made at RHIC [45,46,50,68],
as discussed in the Introduction. Although the same
conclusion regarding the evolution of the widths found
here can be drawn from these measurements, they were
made with different physics goals; examples include under-
standing partonic energy loss in a nuclear medium or
characterizing fragmentation functions. Earlier correlation
measurements were largely motivated by the heavy ion or
hard scattering high-energy-physics community, and it was
not until recently that the nucleon-structure community
began to understand how to look for possible factorization
breaking effects in these types of measurements [69]. This
came as a result of the recent interest in understanding
TMD evolution, especially understanding the nonperturba-
tive contributions to TMD evolution. Reference [39] gives
a comprehensive discussion of phenomenology including
TMD evolution and how this phenomenology came to the
forefront in 2011.
B. Expectations from CSS evolution
Consistent with previous measurements, the data pre-
sented here clearly show that momentum widths sensitive
to nonperturbative kT and jT decrease with the hard scale in
π0- and direct photon-charged hadron correlations. As was
mentioned in the Introduction, the expectation from CSS
evolution is that momentum widths sensitive to nonper-
turbative transverse momentum scales should increase
with the hard scale. To compare to what is predicted by
CSS evolution, the slopes were compared to a slope of zero
as this quantifies the boundary between narrowing and
increasing widths with ptrigT . The confidence interval
excludes a slope of zero at the 2.6σ level for both the π0
and direct photon triggered correlations. The likelihood
ratio from a slope of zero was calculated to be 0.03 for both
the π0 and direct photon triggered correlations, which
implies that the data is not consistent with a flat line.
Because kT and jT have been measured to be approx-
imately constant in the ptrigT region probed here [45,50],
kinematically it would be expected that the acoplanarity
decrease with ptrigT . However, this same argument would
apply for both DY and SIDIS, showing that the effect of
decreasing widths seen in π0 − h and direct γ − h
correlations cannot be a kinematic or fragmentation effect
alone. It is also interesting that Ref. [51] shows that in dijet
correlations at very high pT and
ﬃﬃ
s
p
, momentum widths
sensitive to initial-state kT increase with the pT of the jet.
These measurements are at large pT and sensitive to large
kT at the higher
ﬃﬃ
s
p
of the Large Hadron Collider, and thus
follow the leading-log approximation which is also purely
perturbative and predicts increasing widths with the hard
scale (see e.g. [70] and references within).
The CSS evolution framework was motivated by under-
standing perturbative QCD dynamics. At this time, QCD
was still in the early stages of development, and non-
perturbative dynamics were not the focus within the
framework of pQCD. As QCD became well established
as the theory of the strong force, measurements performed
at high enough energies for perturbative techniques to be
applicable began to be used routinely to constrain non-
perturbative physics in the form of collinear PDFs and FFs.
It is only in the last two decades that there has been
increasing focus on using perturbative techniques to under-
stand nonperturbative parton dynamics. The study of such
nonperturbative dynamics provides information on parton
behavior within bound states and the process of hadroni-
zation by defining and constraining TMD PDFs and FFs.
Importantly, it is additionally offering new insights on
fundamental aspects of QCD as a non-Abelian gauge-
invariant quantum field theory, for example through the
predicted relative sign difference of the Sivers TMD PDF
when probed via SIDIS versus DY [27], and through
TMD factorization breaking in certain processes [28].
Factorization breaking results from basic QCD principles.
Namely, non-Abelian phase interferences from the
exchange of gluons between colored objects cannot, in
general, be disentangled. Similarly, phase interferences
from gluon exchange play a role in the Sivers effect where
it implies a sign change for the Sivers function between DY
and SIDIS interactions. The reason that gluon exchange in
DY and SIDIS does not lead to factorization breaking is
because DY and SIDIS are both quantum electrodynamic
processes at LO, so there are limited paths for gluon
exchange. Only initial-state exchange in DYand final-state
exchange in SIDIS are possible, whereas in hadronic
collisions with a final-state hadron measured both initial-
and final-state exchanges are possible.
Observing differences in the evolution of momentum
widths as a function of the hard scale is a powerful
observable due to the qualitative conclusion that can be
drawn from the data when comparing to the expectation of
CSS evolution. Before the recent interest in understanding
TMD evolution, measured deviations from calculations at
some given scale assuming factorization holds were the
only obvious way to look for factorization breaking effects.
Such calculations are not available. Simply looking for
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qualitative differences in the evolution of the observable
gives a clear discrepancy with the expectation from CSS
evolution, and this is significantly more powerful than
trying to compare with a calculation that requires greater
knowledge of the nonperturbative functions. It is further-
more interesting to point out that the inclusive hadron
transverse single-spin asymmetries in hadronic collisions
measured at forward rapidities also deviate from the
expectation provided by standard perturbative evolution.
In charged pion production, the asymmetry changes strik-
ingly little from
ﬃﬃ
s
p ¼ 4.9 GeV to ﬃﬃsp ¼ 62.4 GeV [71].
Asymmetries have been measured to be nonzero at center
of mass energies up to 200 GeVand appear to plateau at pT
up to 5 GeV=c [72], while perturbative techniques give a
clear prediction that the asymmetry should fall off as pT
increases [73].
C. Comparison to PYTHIA
Without any available theoretical calculations of our
observable, the results found in the data as well as the
expectation from CSS evolution were investigated with a
PYTHIA simulation. Factorization breaking is not predicted
in DY production because there are no final-state hadrons
produced directly from the hard scattering. The same
observable pout can be constructed in DY events with
two nearly back-to-back leptons. For dileptons, it would be
expected that the Gaussian width of pout would broaden as
one increases the hard scale of the interaction, as DY is
known to follow CSS evolution. The Perugia0 tune [74]
should be ideal to study this because it was tuned to the
CDF Z0 cross section data at low pT [75]. Therefore the
Perugia tunes should be reasonably adequate at reproduc-
ing DY events where the total pT is small.
PYTHIA 6.4 DY events were generated and pout was
determined for the correlated dileptons to confirm the
expectation from CSS evolution for this observable. pout
is defined similarly to Eq. (1), pout ¼ plepT sinΔϕ where the
higher-pT lepton is taken as the near-side trigger particle
and the lower-pT lepton is taken as the away-side asso-
ciated particle used in the determination of pout. The
distributions were fit with Gaussian functions in the non-
perturbative nearly back-to-back region, and the widths of
the dilepton pout distributions are shown in Fig. 13. PYTHIA
reproduces the expectation that the widths of the DY pairs
increase with the Q2 of the interaction when pout is only
sensitive to initial-state kT and there are no final-state
hadrons. The widths are quantitatively much larger than the
dihadron or direct photon-hadron widths because the DY
dileptons emerge from the virtual photon, which means
that, in the PHENIX pseudorapidity region, their pT is
large. When measuring a final-state hadron, pout by
definition must be smaller for the case of a measured
final-state hadron vs. a DY lepton because the pT of the
charged hadron must be smaller than or equal to the pT of
the scattered parton due to the fragmentation process. Any
quantitative value of pout will naturally be dependent on the
passocT measured; see Fig. 6. In DY, each lepton will have
approximately half the momentum of the interaction hard
scale, and the larger the momentum the larger pout can be
while still being in the nearly back-to-back region Δϕ ∼ π,
i.e. nonperturbatively generated. What is relevant is the
evolution of this width with the hard scale of the inter-
action, not the quantitative value, as this is just indicative
of what away-side passocT is observed. The DY widths were
fit with a linear function shown as the blue dotted line in
the region which was most linear, 5–10 GeV=c2, and the
slope of the line was determined to be 0.146 0.004.
Additionally the red solid line shows a log fit over the full
invariant mass range. The DY slope is the opposite sign
from the direct photon-hadron and dihadron correlations
and it is also approximately one order of magnitude larger
making it significantly different from the dihadron and
direct photon-hadron slopes.
Similarly, PYTHIA direct photon and dijet events were
generated at
ﬃﬃ
s
p ¼ 510 GeV with the Perugia0 tune,
changing the Gaussian intrinsic kT parameter PARP(91)
setting to 3.2 GeV=c as should be expected at
ﬃﬃ
s
p ¼
510 GeV from Ref. [45]. The Perugia0 tune was used
again for the dihadron and direct photon-hadron correla-
tions so that a direct comparison could be made to the
DY Perugia0 tune Gaussian widths. The direct photons
were required to be isolated similarly to what was done in
data. Correlated pairs of π0 or direct photon and π, K,
and p,p¯ were collected in the PHENIX pseudorapidity, and
the observables Δϕ and pout were determined from the
correlated pairs. Similarly to what was done in data, the
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background from the underlying event was statistically
subtracted out to make the pout distributions. PYTHIA
correlated pairs show the same features as the data do as
can be seen in Fig. 14; pout exhibits a Gaussian shape at
small pout which transitions to a power law shape at
large pout.
Gaussian widths were extracted from the PYTHIA-
generated correlations in the same way that was done
for the data. The widths from the PYTHIA pout distributions
are shown with the measured widths in Fig. 15.
Remarkably, the PYTHIA results reproduce the measured
slopes in both sign and magnitude for both π0 and direct
photon triggers. The slope values from PYTHIA were
−0.0056 0.0007 for π0-meson −0.0107 0.0006 for
direct-photon triggers. The measured slopes are −0.0055
0.0018ðstatÞ  0.0010ðsystÞ for π0-meson and −0.0109
0.0039ðstatÞ  0.0016ðsystÞ for direct-photon triggers. The
negative sign of the slope was found in both the quark-
gluon Compton and quark-antiquark annihilation processes
for isolated direct photon production, indicating that the
effect in PYTHIA is not due to a difference in quark vs. gluon
fragmentation. Additionally, as the minimum passocT cut is
increased when constructing the pout distributions, the
slope of the Gaussian widths increases, similarly to what
is seen in data. One noticeable difference between PYTHIA
and the data is the quantitative values of the widths. Here
the results from PYTHIA differ by about ∼15% for both the
π0 and direct photon triggers, depending on the ptrigT bin.
The nonperturbative Gaussian behavior of pout is gen-
erated by the soft initial-state kT and final-state jT as
indicated in Fig. 1. In the nearly back-to-back region
pout ≲ 1.3 GeV=c, pout is small and thus can only be
generated by soft gluon radiation because the two particles
are nearly coplanar. It is unsurprising that PYTHIA does
not replicate the quantitative values of the Gaussian widths
well as there is little data that would offer constraints to
this region. What is striking is that PYTHIA replicates the
evolution rate for both π0 and direct photon Gaussian
widths.
While PYTHIA certainly does not explicitly consider
analytical factorization breaking effects as it assumes
collinear factorization, in contrast to a collinear pQCD
calculation it does include initial- and final-state inter-
actions. After a parton interacts in PYTHIA, the remnants of
the two protons are free to interact with other objects in the
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PYTHIA produces consistent evolution rates as what was deter-
mined in PHENIX, although there is a 10%–15% difference in
the quantitative values in each ptrigT bin.
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event, and every object in the interaction is forced to color
neutralize. Factorization breaking effects are predicted in
dihadron and direct photon-hadron correlations due to the
possibility of gluon exchange in both the initial and final
states. This includes gluon exchange with remnants of the
interaction, because the remnants of the interacting protons
can exchange gluons with partons in both the initial and
final states. Sensitivity to these effects requires a small
transverse momentum scale; in the transverse-momentum-
integrated case observables no longer have this sensitivity.
For this reason it is plausible that PYTHIA could be sensitive
to these effects because of interactions between the proton
remnants and partons involved in the hard scattering.
Because PYTHIA allows initial- and final-state interactions
via gluon exchanges, the necessary interactions to allow for
factorization breaking effects are present within the PYTHIA
framework. It should also be noted that PYTHIA replicates
the color coherence effects in Refs. [32–34] as well.
The underlying mechanism that leads to the prediction of
the sign change in the Sivers function or factorization
breaking is gluon exchange between partons associated
with the hard scattering and colored remnants. In cases
where factorization breaking is predicted, it implies that the
traditional organization of the nonperturbative objects into
separate PDFs and FFs for each colliding proton and
produced hadron no longer holds. However, so far we
have no knowledge of how to approach a reorganization
of the nonperturbative objects, which would presumably
include novel correlation functions describing partons
correlated across the colliding protons. The fact that
PYTHIA accurately describes both the qualitative and
quantitative nature of the slopes of the widths as a function
of hard scale offers a potential path forward to greater
understanding and further advancing what can be calcu-
lated within the rigors of pQCD.
VI. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
Dihadron and direct photon-hadron correlations sensitive
to nonperturbative transverse momentum effects have been
measured in the PHENIX experiment at RHIC in
ﬃﬃ
s
p ¼
510 GeV pþ p collisions, motivated by the prediction
of factorization breaking in such processes [28–31].
Correlations between π0 or direct photons with charged
hadrons were measured. The azimuthal angular separation
Δϕ and out-of-plane transverse momentum component pout
for the correlated pairs were measured. pout has sensitivity
to nonperturbative transverse momentum in the initial state,
as well as in the final state when a produced hadron is
measured. The
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
hp2outi
p
and Gaussian widths of the pout
distributions were measured from the correlations, and both
observables decrease with the hard scale of the interaction
ptrigT . The direct photons exhibit a larger dependence than
the π0 triggers on ptrigT for both
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
hp2outi
p
and the Gaussian
widths of pout. The narrowing of the Gaussian widths as a
function of ptrigT indicates that the Collins-Soper-Sterman
soft factor cannot be driving the evolution, in contrast with
Drell-Yan dilepton production and SIDIS where factoriza-
tion is predicted to hold and the widths are empirically
known to increase with hard scale. Study of the same
observables via the PYTHIA event generator, which allows
for gluon exchange between partons involved in the hard
scattering and the proton remnants, reveals strikingly
similar characteristics. The similarity between PYTHIA
and the experimental data offers a promising path forward
to understand the mechanism in QCD driving the observed
evolution in more detail.
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